
Slashed Strip Block- Aug BoM 2022  
Kit contains:  5 x 2 ½” Pastel Strips & 1 x 1 ½” Thin Strip 

The block will end up rectangular shaped, but do not trim. 

1. Sew the pastel strips together along the long edge, matching one short edge and 
leaving the other edge uneven. 

2. Press all seams the same way.  
3. Mark 2” along top long edge and 8” along bottom long edge. 
4. Slash pieced block along a line at an angle between the two marks. 

 
5. Place the thin strip right side down on the first piece, leaving extra fabric on 

both ends and sew ¼” seam.  
6. Press seam towards the thin strip.  

 
7. Mark the edge of the thin strip with a pin in line with the top edge of the first 

piece. 
8. Place the second piece right side down along the thin strip, with the point a ¼” 

above the pin. 
9. Sew ¼” seam taking extra care not to stretch the second piece. 
10. Press seam towards the thin strip  

 

 

 

Do not cut off any extra fabric, I will trim the finished block and use the extra pieces. 
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